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And so, across the Channel at its narrowest; along the
South coast of England to Cornwall and the Court of Arthur.
They passed lifetimes passing backwards and forwards.
Where they went they left civilizations—the ancient civi-
lizations of the resounding and romantic names—Samarkand
and Ispahan and Trebizond and Damascus and Venice
and Paris and Tintagel. And their traces remain for ever,
since it is to them that we owe our arts, our cults, our
thought, and what is left to us of the love of peace and
sunshine. . . .
There was once a Golden Age when all humanity combined
to stave off barbarism and to shut up the lust for lucre in
northern forests. Humanity has been running for millions
of years. There is nothing to wonder at that civilizations
wiser and richer than ours should have been swallowed up
behind the veils of the years, leaving us nothing but the
echoes of traditions and a faint hope of once again leaving
behind us legends shining with gold and peacocks. That is
really our task.
And to set about it we have to jettison most of what we
regard as precious. We have to consider that we are humanity
at almost its lowest ebb since we are humanity almost
without mastery over its fate. I sit in Geneva and the whole
world trembles at the thought that to-morrow our civili-
zation may go down in flames—trembles wilHessly and
without so much as making a motion to preserve itself.
Our leaders of thought are despised and our leaders in
material quests are as degenerate, physically and mentally,
as any body of men the world has ever seen. Physically almost
more than mentally, since they are at least capable of a
sufficiency of mental activity to plunge a world into war.
But if you took all the Cabinets of the Western world and
set them, provided with enough tools, in any rural solitude,
they would starve and freeze and soak to death without the
physical or mental imagination to plant a brussels sprout
or to gather reeds for the thatching of a primitive shelter.
* , , And those men govern , . < Us!
It is this aspect of our times that seems to me to be the
most grim, the most prophetic of our disappearance. It is

